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ABSTRACT
DC voltages via spin rectification effect (SRE), VDC, under microwave irradiation are investigated for three platinum (Pt)/ferromagnetic metal
(FM) bilayer structures: Pt/Ni80Fe20, Pt/Co, and Pt/Fe. At the microwave frequency region lower than the resonant frequency, large VDC is
obtained at zero DC magnetic field for all devices. In frequency dependence just around the resonant frequency, sharp rise and drop of
magnitude in VDC are observed. These behaviors are well explained by the numerically calculated magnetic susceptibility. It is also found that
the magnitude of VDC is strongly dependent on the slope of magnetoresistance spectrum. These findings lead to developments of sensitive
detection technique for nano-scale magnetization switching.

© 2021 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/9.0000066

Magnetization switching using spin-orbit torque (SOT)1–10

have been investigated intensively aiming at industrial production
of SOT magneto-resistive random access memory (SOT-MRAM),
because it has potential to realize both high durability and low power
consumption at the same time. To this end, many researchers enthu-
siastically investigate materials with large spin Hall angle (SHA)
such as heavy metals,1–3,5 topological insulators,4,6–8 Weyl semimet-
als,9 and oxide materials.10 There are several methods for quantifi-
cation of SHA such as spin torque ferromagnetic resonance (ST-
FMR),8,9,11 second harmonic method,4,10 spin absorption method,12

and so on.13–15 Considering that our industrial goal is realization of
efficient SOT switching, direct detection of magnetization switching
should be straightforward and reliable. In this way, however, nano-
fabrication of spin valve structure such as a magnetic tunnel junction
is generally required, especially in case of a ferromagnet (FM) with
in-plane magnetic anisotropy.2,3 Such additional and complicated

fabrication procedure impedes agile investigation of various materi-
als. Kerr effect microscope can be also applicable to single FM layer
without device fabrication, but it cannot be used to sub-μm-scale FM
because of its limited resolution.8,9

Recently, highly sensitive detection of current induced mag-
netization switching of 100-nm-in-width FM with in-plane mag-
netic anisotropy was demonstrated by using low frequency ST-FMR
(LFST-FMR).16 This method does not require any complicated fab-
rication procedures, allowing for agile research on SOT magneti-
zation switching. In Ref. 16, however, the employed ferromagnet
was limited to Ni80Fe20 (Py), and a comprehensive study on LFST-
FMR using a wide variety of ferromagnets has yet to be investigated.
Thus, the origin of LFST-FMR was not completely explained. In this
study, we thoroughly investigate LFST-FMR by using three types of
FM/NM devices, platinum (Pt)/Py, Pt/cobalt (Co), and Pt/iron (Fe).
It is revealed that the slope of the magnetoresistance signals, i.e.,
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resistance as a function of an external magnetic field, around zero
magnetic field has a significant role in the magnitude of LFST-FMR.
Furthermore, the LFST-FMR signals is enhanced under microwave
with a specific frequency, indicating detection sensitivity of mag-
netization switching by LFST-FMR can be improved by choosing
appropriate microwave frequency.

Figure 1(a) shows schematics of the device structure and
electric circuit used in this study. First, a rectangular pattern
was drawn by using electron beam (EB) lithography with a pos-
itive resist. Subsequently, MgO (2 nm)/FM (4 nm)/Pt (15 nm)/Ti
(2 nm) layers were deposited by using EB deposition. The sam-
ple was exposed to the air and SiO2 (6.7 nm) layer was deposited
on the MgO layer by using RF magnetron sputtering to avoid
the deliquescent of the MgO layer. After removing the resist, a

FIG. 1. (a) Schematics of the Pt channel and the measurement circuit for detecting
spin torque ferromagnetic resonance (ST-FMR), low frequency ST-FMR (LFST-
FMR), and magnetization switching spectra. Inset shows the picture of the whole
device. Pt channel was fabricated in the region indicated by the red circle. (b)
Upper panel shows ST-FMR spectrum at θH = 45○ and f = 5 GHz for the Pt/Py
device. Lower panel shows LFST-FMR spectrum at θH = 0○ and f = 0.7 GHz for
the Pt/Py. (c) ΔV as a function of JPLS for the Pt/Py device at f = 0.1 GHz and
WPLS = 1 μs.

small rectangular pattern of FM electrode was drawn by using EB
lithography with a negative resist. Then, argon ion (Ar+) milling
was carried out and stopped after milling of FM layer in order to
retain the Pt channel. Finally, Ti (3 nm)/Au (100 nm) coplanar wave
guide was fabricated by using EB lithography and EB deposition.
The width of the signal line and the separation with the ground
line were 40 μm and 17 μm, which are narrowed down to 5 μm
and 2.4 μm around the Pt channel [see the inset of Fig. 1(a)]. A
microwave with a frequency, f , was applied by using commercial sig-
nal generator (KEYSHIGHT EXG analog signal generator N5173B)
to excite magnetization oscillation. DC voltage via spin rectifica-
tion effect (SRE), VDC, was measured by using a nanovoltome-
ter (Keithley Nanovoltmeter 2187A). Microwave power, PMW, was
fixed to 5 dBm unless otherwise indicated. In the demonstration
of current induced magnetization switching, pulse current (width:
WPLS) was applied by using a function generator (Agilent 33622A
Waveform generator). All measurements were carried out at room
temperature.

First, we demonstrated the detection of ST-FMR, LFST-FMR,
and current induced magnetization switching. Fig. 1(b) shows ST-
FMR and LFST-FMR spectra in the Pt/Py device. An external mag-
netic field, Bext, was applied along the film plane with the angles,
θH = 45○for ST-FMR and θH = 0○ for the LFST-FMR, respectively.
The magnitude of LFST-FMR was comparable to that of ST-FMR,
consistent with our previous research.16 It is noted that VDC in
LFST-FMR signal shows two different voltage levels at 0 mT, corre-
sponding to the magnetization direction. Therefore, we can demon-
strate the current induced magnetization switching by measuring
VDC at 0 mT before and after the application of pulse current.
Current induced magnetization switching signal obtained by using
LFST-FMR is shown in Fig. 1(c). Difference in VDC between before
and after the application of pulse current at 0 mT, ΔV , was plotted
as a function of the pulse current density, JPLS. When JPLS was larger
than the threshold current density (9.5 MA/cm2), non-zero ΔV was
observed, which indicates magnetization switching was successfully
detected in this scheme. Because magnitude of signals in current
induced magnetization switching is the same with that of hystere-
sis signals in the LFST-FMR measurements, hereafter we focus on
the LFST-FMR signals.

Figures 2(a)-2(c) show LFST-FMR spectra of Pt/Py, Pt/Co, and
Pt/Fe, respectively, at various frequencies. For all the devices, the
magnitude of the signals was greatly enhanced under low frequency
microwave irradiation, which is the typical characteristics of LFST-
FMR. In case of Py/Pt, large LFST-FMR signal was obtained when
f was lower than 2 GHz, consistent with our previous research.16

Meanwhile, large LFST-FMR signal appeared up to 7 GHz and
5 GHz in Pt/Co and Pt/Fe, respectively. The cause for the difference
in the frequency dependence is attributed to ferromagnetic reso-
nance (FMR) frequency, f0. According to the Kittel formula,17 f0 is
expressed as,

f 0 =
γ

2π
√
(Bext + (Nx −Ny)μ0Ms)(Bext + (Nz −Ny)μ0Ms) (1)

where γ, μ0, and Ms are gyrometric ratio, vacuum permeability, and
saturation magnetization, respectively. Nx, Ny, Nz are demagneti-
zation factor along x, y, and z direction, which are determined by
the shape of FM electrode regardless of the species of FM, assuming
the amorphous phase. According to Eq. (1), when Bext = 0 mT, f 0is
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FIG. 2. LFST-FMR spectra with different f for the (a) Pt/Py, (b) Pt/Co, and (c) Pt/Fe
devices. (d-f) The enlarged LFST-FMR signals around Bext = 0 mT. The upper
(lower) panels show signals at the low (high) frequencies.

proportional to Ms. Ms of Co and Fe are larger than that of Py as
shown in Table I.18,19 Therefore, f 0of Co and Fe are larger than that
of Py, resulting in large LFST-FMR signals of Co and Fe observed
at higher f , which is well explained by the magnetic susceptibility as
mentioned later. Figure 2(d) shows an enlarged LFST-FMR signal of
the Pt/Py device. Here we define ΔVFM

0 = V↑ − V↓, where V↑ and V↓
are VDC at Bext = 0 mT of down-sweep and up-sweep, respectively.

TABLE I. Parameters used in the micromagnetic simulation, Ms, α, and Aex. f 0
obtained from the simulation by using these parameters is also shown.

FM Ms (MA/m) α Aex (pJ/m) f0 (GHz)

Py 0.4624 0.00822 1324 1.43
Co 1.1518 0.01122 1921 2.8
Fe 1.3619 0.001922 1920 3

When f = 0.7 GHz, sign of ΔVPy
0 was positive. This is the same for

signals in case that f < 1 GHz. In contrast, sign of ΔVPy
0 was neg-

ative when f = 2 GHz. Such sign reversal was also observed in the
Pt/Co and Pt/Fe samples as shown in Fig. 2(e) and 2(f). Figure 3
shows ΔVFM

0 plotted as a function of f for the Pt/Py, Pt/Co, and
Pt/Fe device. In addition to the aforementioned sign reversal, a peak
of magnitude of ΔVFM

0 at around 3 GHz was observed in the Pt/Co
and Pt/Fe samples with PMW = 5 dBm. Whereas such a peak was not
observed in the Pt/Py sample with PMW = 5 dBm, a positive peak
can be seen with the lower power, PMW = 0dBm, by mitigating a
possible saturation of magnetic dynamics (see the inset of Fig. 3).
Since the sensitivity of the measurement of current induced mag-
netization switching using LFST-FMR depends on the magnitude
of ΔVFM

0 , the observed enhancement leads to realization of highly
sensitive detection techniques by choosing appropriate frequencies.

To elucidate the background of these phenomena, i.e., sign
reversal and peak in the frequency dependence of ΔVFM

0 , we now
consider the magnetic susceptibility under microwave field. ΔVFM

0 is
expressed as,23

ΔVFM
0 = 2χ⟨IPt/FM sin(2π f t)BFM dRPt/FM

dBext
sin(2π f t − φ)⟩, (2)

where ⟨ ⟩ denotes the time average and χ is the absolute value of
magnetic susceptibility normalized by that of f → 0 GHz limit.17

IPt/FM and BFM are RF current and RF magnetic field induced by
microwave. RPt/FM and φ are the two terminal resistance of the
whole device and the difference in the phase between the oscilla-
tion of the microwave current and the oscillation of the resistance,
respectively. For easy discussion, here we consider only the con-
tribution from the Oersted field via microwave, neglecting contri-
bution from SOT via the spin Hall effect in the Pt layer. Consid-
ering susceptibility of ferromagnets around resonance, χ ∼ 1 and

FIG. 3. ΔVFM
0 as a function of f at PMW = 5 dBm for each sample. Inset shows

the signal at PMW = 0 dBm for the Pt/Py device.
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φ = 0○ at f ≪ f 0, which yields positive ΔVFM
0 . χ increases as increas-

ing f and reaches the maximum at f = f 0, which leads to an
enhancement of the oscillation of the magnetization and the oscil-
lation of the resistance as the result of magnetoresistance. One can
simply expect ΔVFM

0 to increase monotonically as f approaches
to f 0 from lower frequency. However, φ rapidly reaches 90○ at
the FMR condition, which suppresses the enhancement of ΔVFM

0

according to equation (2). Therefore, ΔVFM
0 reaches maximum at

the frequency lower than f0. In the region where f > f0, χ and φ
approaches 0 and 180○, respectively. Thus, ΔVFM

0 decreases at the
frequencies higher than f0 and approaches zero when f ≫ f0. As
for the sign inversion of ΔVFM

0 , however, no simple qualitative
picture can be obtained from Eq. (2). To further investigate the
magnetic susceptibility of each FM, we carried out micromagnetic
simulation using Mumax3.24 Parameters used in the micromag-
netic simulation are shown in Table I, where α and Aex are Gilbert
damping constant and the exchange stiffness, respectively.18–22,24

Figures 4(a)-4(c) show χ and χ ⋅ ⟨sin(2π f t) sin(2π f t + φ)⟩ depen-
dence on f . A clear peek in χ was found at f = 1.43GHz, 2.8GHz
and 3 GHz for Py, Co, and Fe, indicating FMR condition. The
component, χ ⋅ ⟨sin(2π f t) sin(2π f t + φ)⟩, reaches the maximum
when f is located at the point lower than f0, and it reverses its
sign when f is higher than f 0, indicating sign reversal in ΔVFM

0 .
The simulated result well explains the frequency dependence of
ΔVFM

0 including the sign inversion of ΔVFM
0 . However, the absolute

value of the calculated positive peak in χ ⋅ ⟨sin(2π f t) sin(2π f t + φ)⟩
and that of the negative peak are almost the same, although the

experimentally observed positive and negative peaks of ΔVFM
0 were

significantly different from each other as shown in Fig. 3. This differ-
ence is attributed to a possible contribution from anti-damping like
torque, which is also detected as the symmetric component of a ST-
FMR spectrum.11 This contribution was neglected in our numerical
calculations. In the Pt/FM devices, contribution from anti-damping
like torque via the spin Hall effect in the Pt layer, which gener-
ates positive ΔVFM

0 around f = f 0, is substantial. In the measured
devices, the SOT contribution can affect the magnetic dynamics, and
consequently the ΔVFM

0 spectra may well be distorted.
Next, we focus on the relationship between magnetoresistance

spectrum and the magnitude of LFST-FMR. Fig. 5 shows the two
terminal resistance, RPt/FM, of each Pt/FM devices as a function of
Bext with θH = 0○. Insets show enlarged signals around Bext = 0 mT
and a schematic of measurement circuit. Because of the domain wall
nucleation, dRPt/FM

/dBext has finite value around Bext = 0mT23,25,26

even when Bext is parallel to the easy axis of FM films. The observed
values of ΔVFM

0 ( f = 0.1 GHz ), IPt/FM, BFMand dRPt/FM
/dBext nor-

malized by those of FM = Py case are shown in Table II along with
the resistivity. Table II shows that ΔVFM

0 ( f = 0.1 GHz )/ΔVPy
0 ( f

= 0.1 GHz) becomes small as dRPt/FM

dBext
/ dRPt/Py

dBext
decreases monotonically

by changing FM. As the other parameters related to the magnitude
of ΔVFM

0 ( f = 0.1 GHz ), i.e., IPt/FM and BFM, were almost the same
for all devices, ΔVFM

0 ( f = 0.1 GHz )/ΔVPy
0 ( f = 0.1 GHz) seems

to be dependent on dRPt/FM

dBext
/ dRPt/Py

dBext
, which is consistent with Eq. (2).

Note that if there is a finite slope in the resistance - Bext curve,
LFST-FMR can be obtained by LFST-FMR scheme. This indicates

FIG. 4. χ and χ ⋅ ⟨sin(2π f t) sin(2π f t + φ)⟩o as a function of f obtained from the micromagnetic simulation for (a) Pt/Py, (b) Pt/Co, and (c) Pt/Fe device. Enlarged plots
around f = f 0 for (d) Pt/Py, (e) Pt/Co, and (f) Pt/Fe device.
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FIG. 5. RFM as a function of Bext for (a) Pt/Py, (b) Pt/Co and (c) Pt/Fe device.
Enlarged signals around Bext = 0mT are shown in the inset. The measurement
setup is also illustrated.

TABLE II. ΔVFM
0 , IFM, BFM, and dRFM

dBext
at normalized by those of the Pt/Py device.

IFM and BFM are estimated from the measured RFM and ρ.

FM ΔVFM
0 /ΔVPy

0

ρ
(μΩ cm) IPt/FM

/IPt/Py BFM
/BPy dRPt/FM

dBext
/ dRPt/Py

dBext

Py 1 55 1 1 1
Co 0.41 72 1.01 1.03 0.75
Fe 0.09 58 0.99 0.99 0.13

that the detection method of current induced magnetization switch-
ing using LFST-FMR can be used for a wide variety of magnetic
materials even including magnetic insulator bilayer such as YIG via
spin Hall magnetoresistance27 and 10-nm-scale FM/NM structure
via magnon magnetoresistance.28

In conclusion, LFST-FMR spectra of NM/FM structures with
different FM materials were investigated. Magnitude of LFST-FMR
was enhanced at a specific microwave frequency, the mechanism for
which was well explained by the results of the micromagnetic simu-
lations. Thus, it is indicated that the detection sensitivity of current
induced magnetization switching can be much improved by choos-
ing appropriate microwave frequency. We also found the slope of
the resistance vs external magnetic field along easy axis of FM took a
significant role in enhancement of LFST-FMR. Our findings suggest
the sensitive detection method of current-induced magnetization

switching by using LFST-FMR is applicable to various kinds of mate-
rials including magnetic insulators and 10-nm-scale ferromagnetic
metals.

This work was supported by JSPS (KAKENHI N. 16H06330,
No. 19H02197, and No. 20H02607).
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